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When all else fails, magick offers real hope. This book contains rituals of alchemy that change your

very reality and bring the money you desire.Ritual One is a rejection of personal poverty. If

youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re in the depths of poverty, you begin to move away from those depths. If

youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re already doing OK with money, the ritual removes the fear that poverty can ever

return.Ritual Two will remove your financial desperation, to help you allow and attract a new

financial future.Ritual Three removes the blockages that prevent wealth from coming to you.Ritual

Four is a petition for riches, and this is a master working that helps to attract money into your life

over the coming year.Ritual Five is designed to attract a specific sum of money, to solve a problem

or fulfil a desire.Ritual Six increases your wages, or income from business or sales.Ritual Seven

increases your luck in games of chance, including lotteries, card games and any form of gambling.

The magick used in this book comes from many sources. If it works, itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s in the

books.YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll discover the six secret names of the archangel Metatron to access wealth.

There are four gnostic angels that break through financial barriers and a secret pathworking

technique that accesses the power of ancient gods.The book explains the source of these magickal

techniques, but only in brief, so you can put your focus on getting the magick to work. The methods

are safe, and you donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t need special equipment. All you need is an open mind and a

willingness to work the magick as instructed.When you get money through magick, itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s one

of the best feelings in the world. This book can bring you that feeling.
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Simple, concise and practical to apply. I recommend this book

Honestly; this book should be the first book to read on money magick.Very honest and covers all

the negatives associated with money magick.Has rituals that dis spell negativity associated with

money that defeat your efforts.Cheap and worth the $3.

It was easy to understand. The author explained every single step what we should do. Now I'll read

again to then start the rituals. Hope he writes another book. I'll purchase it immediately. Thank you.

Has a GOM feel to it. Love that this has directions for not only how to get financial help from Angels,

but also Juniper. Will update if I get results.

I agree that it feels like a GoM book. I think the principles in this book is priceless and what anyone

would need to start living a life of wealth. And we are not talking about small chunks of money, but

unlimited wealth. His explanation is really crystal clear. Thanks to "Henry Archer for writing this

book. Hope you can write more books.

The author is a Real Gem! He shares Big Secrets with people all over the world. YOU will be

furnished with more information on how to make Money Flow Into Your Life and how to make good

use of magick to Change Your Life.Henry, thank YOU very, very much for revealing these magickal

secrets. They can help everyone Lead A Better Life.We look forwards to other accomplished work of

YOURS.

I rated this book with 5 stars only one day after the purchase after reading just several pages cause

I like the author's style of explaining things. Now, after almost a month and after trying several

rituals, I will stick with my original rating cause these are really powerful rituals which are pretty

much easy to perform. I especially liked first ritual which took me like less then hour (spread over



the week) to charge the candle and then after I burned down the candle, what I got in the end is

powerful protective thought form or some kind of bubble, which keeps the destructive fears at bay

i.e. outside of me. I can still sense them (fears) trying to burst inside but as time progresses with

less and less power. That (unexpected) success with first ritual made me much more confident and

at the same time, pretty much relaxed about money issues so I enjoyed performing next few rituals

with state of mind which doesn't allow lusting for result to creep in. We will see what happens next.

Anyway this is excellent book which worth every penny.

Good buy and easy to read. If you apply the rituals as stated you may be pleasantly surprised!
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